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1. INTRODUCTION 
The f be a real-analytic function defined on R. Define the number 
A4 := M(f) as follows. If the zeros off are bounded on the right or the left, 
let A4 := co. Otherwise, the zeros can be arranged as a two-sided sequence 
C4d with a, <a, + 1 and with lim,, +m la,,1 = co. Then we set 
M = M(f) := sup(a, + , - a,). 
?7EZ 
(1) 
Recently Walker [ 1,2] proved that if f is the Fourier transform of a 
square-integrable f supported in [ - CJ, 01, then M(f) > rc/o. He also asked 
whether a similar result holds when f is the Fourier transform of a 
Schwartz distribution supported in C--G, 01. The purpose of this note is to 
show that in this case M(f) > x/o., and in fact L(f) z n/o, where L(f) is 
defined to be co if the zeros off are bounded on the right or on the left 
and as 
L(f) := lim sup(a,+, -a,) 
InI + a 
(2) 
when the zeros extend to co in both directions. 
The function f(x) := sin BX, the Fourier transform of (1/24(6(x - a) - 
6(x+ a)), is an example where L(f) = M(f)= n/o. The function xJ,,(x), 
the Fourier transform of 24 1 - u*) P3’2 on ( - 1, l), provides an example 
where (a, + I -a,) -C x/a for each n. Thus the result L(f) > 7c/~ cannot be 
improved. 
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2. THE MAIN RESULT 
Our main result is the following. 
THEOREM. Let f be a function whose Fourier transform is a distribution 
supported in [-a, a]. Then 
M(f) 3 L(f) 3 n/a. (3) 
Proof: Let f(x)=g(x)=F{g(u);x} = (g(u),e’““), where gES’(R) 
with supp gs [-a, a]. Let E>O and 4~9(R) with supp 4 E [ -42, c/2]. 
Then the convolution g * 4 is smooth and supported in [-a-c, a + E]. 
According to the result of Walker, applied to g?# = f& it follows that 
M(fJ) > n/(a + E). But clearly M(f) 3 M(f$) and thus M(f) > n/(a + E) 
for each E > 0. Letting E + 0, we obtain M(f) B x/a. 
Next, let us show that L(f) > n/a. First, observe that if p is any polyno- 
mial, then pf is also the Fourier transform of a distribution supported 
in [-a, a], namely, of p(i d/du) g(u). Therefore, M(pf) 2 x/a for any 
polynomial p. 
If the zeros of f are bounded to the right or left, then L(f) > n/a 
trivially, so suppose that the zeros form a two-sided sequence {a, ),,, z, 
with a,<a,+,. Let E > 0 and find N such that 
a,,+l-aa,dL(f)+6 for InI 3 N. (4) 
Let p be a polynomial having zeros at the points a ~ N + , + (j/m)(a, - a ~ ,,, + 1 ), 
for j = 1, 2 ,..., m - 1, where m E N is chosen large enough to guarantee that 
(a,,-a-,+,)/m<L(f). It follows that M(pf)<L(f)+&. Thus rc/ad 
L(f) + E, and the result follows. 
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